Introduction
The nucleotide sequences of genes are rich sources of information on evolution. The first step in extracting this information is to align the sequences on the basis of a weighted minimum-mutation-distance criterion (Needleman and Wunsch 1970; Sellers 1974; Smith and Waterman 198 1) . The next step is to find a probable order of ancestral branching of the evolutionarily homologous sequences. The same principle of minimum total required substitutions or maximum parsimony as is used in aligning the sequences can be employed to carry out such a dendrographic reconstruction. The inferred tree would account for the descent of the sequences by the fewest number of fixed mutations (Far-r-is 1970; Fitch 197 1; Moore et al. 1973) . Previous studies indicate that such parsimonious genealogical reconstructions provide useful means for extracting evolutionary information from sequence data (Goodman 198 1; Beintema and Lenstra 1982; Czelusniak et al. 1982; Dejong 1982; Goodman et al. 1982) . The numbers and types of base substitutions between reconstructed ancestral and descendant sequences at different alignment positions, when related to knowledge on the functional roles of the positions involved, provide additional data for investigating tempos and modes of molecular evolution. Because extensive sequencing of globin genes continues unabated, the globin gene family remains a prime object of investigation Hardies et al. 1984; Hardison 1984; Scott et al. 1984) . In the present study of the globin gene family, we focus on the finding that usage of synonymous codons in exons is distinctly nonrandom, with alpha genes showing a different pattern than beta genes and mammals showing a different pattern than birds.
From a reconstruction of the evolutionary history of the globin gene family, we describe in this paper some unusual taxonomic and functional correlations between the two codon-usage parameters, (1) tendencies for CpG suppression and (2) pyrimidine-purine preference at the codon boundary (positions 3 plus 1).
Theoretical Considerations
A survey of the genetic code shows immediately that CpG suppression or maintenance need not affect the encoded protein sequences. Only arginine is encoded by a CpG dinucleotide pair that does not involve the degenerate third codon position. However, arginine can be encoded by ApGpR as well and, therefore, if selectively required, could be encoded in the face of total CpG suppression. All four amino acids encoded by CpG in the second and third positions are at least fourfold degenerate, and therefore selection at the protein level should have little effect on the CpG constraints. Finally, there are the codons that begin with G and may be preceded by Cending codons (all of which are at least twofold degenerate in the third position). Note that, as a general rule, fourfold-degenerate codon sets have a usage in any given protein that favors either the purine-or pyrimidine-ending pair (Grantham et al. 1980) and that therefore even this preference is maintainable independently of CpG constraints.
It has been suggested that the general trend toward CpG suppression is a result of the ease with which methylated cytosine deaminates to thymine (Bird 1984 ). If such a directional effect predominates, then there may be a second means of dating the age of those pseudogenes derived from functional genes with high CpG content. The apparent susceptibility of CpG pairs to mutation contrasts with a proposed regulatory role for this nucleotide pair (Razin and Riggs 1980; Lindahl 198 1; Duncan and Miller 1983 ). Yet, a link between chromatin structure and CpG content seems established at least in the case of the SV40 replication origin (Saragosti et al. 1980) . If both ideas are correct, one might expect that, in the evolution of loci in which CpGs are required, the CpGs would have to be continuously reinstated. This in turn could result in the maintenance of an average number of CpGs, but not necessarily at constant positions. As discussed in this paper, this does appear to be the case in mammalian alpha-globin coding sequences.
Codon usage has been investigated in a large number of protein-encoding genes from prokaryotes and eukaryotes. See, for example, reviews by Grantham and coworkers (Grantham et al. 1980, 198 1) . In eukaryotes, and particularly among higher vertebrates, codon usage is characterized by a general suppression of the CpG dinucleotide and a preference for pyrimidine-purine codon boundaries (Shepherd 198 1; Galas and Smith 1984) . As a result, CpG pairs in exons are mainly found at codon boundaries.
In addition to the general rule for CpG suppression, TpA also appears to be suppressed in vertebrate coding regions, whereas TpG is slightly elevated. These general observations must be combined with that of the pyrimidine-purine codon-boundary preference (Shepherd 198 1; Blaisdell 1983; Smith et al. 1983 ). This codon-boundary preference may reflect some "cellular hardware" constraint of the ribosome or the tRNA pools or just the ease with which the methylatable CpG can be introduced at these positions. Whether the observed codon usages are the cause or the result, the question of CpG and codon-boundary constraints obviously remains open.
Results
Most obvious among the large set of hemoglobins is the difference in CpG codon usage between the alpha-and beta-gene families within certain taxonomic groups. In Table 1 Codon-Boundary CpG Occurrences and Pyrimidine-Purine to Purine-Pyrimidine &Ion-Boundary Ratios particular, there seems to be a continued selection for CpG codons and codon boundaries in the eutherian mammal alpha lines (see table 1 ). Although the direction of this trend is, of course, not directly ascertainable, a minimal-length tree (the branching pattern of which is shown in fig. 1 ) allows some inferences. Using the myoglobin and leg hemoglobin genes as outside references to vertebrate alpha-and beta-hemoglobin genes, we may view the calculations in table 2 as reflective of the true history, in trend if not in detail. These sequence references are justified, since they show normal CpG suppression.
There are some immediate results of such analysis. First, the trend toward increased CpG in the alpha lines is against the general CpG suppression and is not simply linked to the pyrimidine-purine (YR) codon-boundary preference. Note that whereas the human zeta has the highest CpG content both in toto and on the codon boundaries, its YR/RY boundary ratio is not maximal even when compared to that of the beta genes. The elevated CpG occurrence on codon boundaries in mammalian alpha globin cannot be attributed simply to coding for amino acids that require a firstposition G codon. In both man and the rabbit, the beta globins have a higher fraction (Goodman 198 1; Goodman et al. 1982) counted, on each link between an ancestral and descendant sequence, the amino acid-changing base substitutions, the silent or synonymous substitutions, and each of the 12 types of base substitutions (A -C, A -G, etc.) at nucleotide positions 1, 2, and 3 of the codons, respectively (some of these data were used for table 3). Another program tabulated, for each sequence in the full set of ancestral and descendant sequences, the distribution of the 16 dinucleotides for nucleotide positions 1 and 2,2 and 3, and 3 and 1 (the last providing codon-boundary values used in tables 1 and 2). References to the globin gene sequences employed are given either in Goodman et al. (1984) or in references cited therein.
of first-position G codons than do the alpha globins. The fraction of degenerate thirdposition C codons found in these alpha globins shows a 75%-100% increase over that found in the related beta globin. This is sufficient to provide the CpG excess on codon boundaries. That these dyad nucleotides are selected is supported by a number of observations: first, among the common positions in the human, mouse, and rabbit alpha-coding sequences that contain at least one CpG, less than one-third contain CpG in all three sequences, even though the total number is maintained at a nearly constant level; second, there are pseudo-alpha genes that now contain CpG levels equal to or less than those common in the beta genes (see table 2 ). This latter observation is rather convincing if one accepts the general trend toward removal of CpG as the result of passive, constant mutational pressure arising from cytosine methylationdeamination. Note that the high CpG content of the human zeta-pseudogene supports the idea that the latter is of recent origin. The decay of this dinucleotide in the human pseudo-alpha gene suggests a more ancient loss of function. The decay of this dinucleotide in any pseudogene may be the best example of a strictly neutral evolutionary process, potentially providing us with another evolutionary clock.
That CpGs are continually being removed and reinstated (as if to maintain a relatively high average number somewhat independent of their exact positions) in the alpha genes is also reflected in the implied substitution rates as a function of position (as shown in table 3). The employed parsimony algorithm (Fitch 197 1) showed that the proportion of substitutions in the third position is identical within the beta and 254 (29) 190 (22) 421 (49) 459 (29) 322 (21) 780 (50) alpha subtrees (table 3) . Given the predominance of CpGs on codon boundaries, this is surprising unless one accepts a dynamic maintenance in the mammalian alpha line.
Discussion
If we assume that mutations induced by methylation of cytosine (Bird 1984 ) hasten the removal of CpG boundary pairs, the mammalian CpG alpha-globin data indicate that selection maintains a codon usage with high-CpG boundary pairs. If this selective pressure in combination with protein structural considerations forces the majority of CpG reintroduction to be on codon boundaries, the combination of removal on the one hand and reintroduction on the other may indicate that we are greatly underestimating the number of accepted third-position base substitutions in the mammalian alpha lines, even though the parsimony method (which will not reproduce multiple reversions) currently supports nearly equal third-position base-substitution rates in beta and alpha, as shown in table 3.
The proportion of minimally required substitutions at each of the three codon positions in table 3 reflects the known genetic code constraints with regard to silent substitutions. The fact that the alpha-and beta-hemoglobin branches show such a clear difference in the CpG content, with almost all differences involving the third codon position, suggests further that selection plays a role in the pattern of thirdposition base substitutions. Recently Maniatis's group has experimentally observed that in mammalian hemoglobin "constitutive expression of the a-globin gene appears to be determined by sequences located within the structural gene since the a-globin promoter does not confer constitutive expression to the P-globin structural gene in the ap globin hybrid gene" (Charnay et al. 1984) . This compels one to ask whether the elevated CpG occurrence observed here within the structural genes of mammalian alpha globin but not beta globin is part of the necessary non-5' leader control mechanism.
Related to this is the question whether the selective forces acting on alpha CpG maintenance are as old as the alpha adult/embryonic split, which predates the mammal/ bird divergence. The occurrence of elevated CpG on codon boundaries is apparent in both the linked alpha and zeta (adult and embryonic alpha) genes of mammals but not in the linked alpha and pi (adult and embryonic alpha) genes of birds. This dichotomy would indicate that the evolution of a selective CpG pressure occurred in mammalian alpha genes after the mammal/bird divergence. It would be of interest to continue the experiment of Maniatis's group with hybrid alpha-beta globin from birds. Negative results of such investigation would support the suggestion of a link between CpG prevalence and constitutive expression.
